For Kate Hartson:
Kate Hartson has been promoted to Editorial Director for Center Street. Since joining the
company in 2010, Kate has edited an impressive list of NY Times bestsellers, including
SHADOW BOSSES by Mallory Factor, THE QUEST by Nelson DeMille, GOVERNMENT
BULLIES by Rand Paul, ASK ANNA by Dean Koontz, BE FIERCE by Gretchen Carlson,
UNDERSTANDING TRUMP by Newt Gingrich, CRISIS OF CHARACTER by Gary Byrne,
LIVING WITH A SEAL by Jesse Itzler, LET TRUMP BE TRUMP by Cory Lewandowski and
David Bossie, and three titles by Michael Savage.
Kate’s promotion is not only recognition of her prior successes, but also an
acknowledgment of the leadership role she will play in the new direction for our
imprint. Kate will spearhead our efforts to build Center Street’s identity and reputation
as a major publisher in the Conservative Political and Military categories. I have no
doubts that her tireless work ethic, her unlimited enthusiasm and her savvy commercial
instincts will contribute to amazing achievements in the future.
For Jaime Coyne:
Jaime Coyne joins Center Street as Associate Editor for the Center Street imprint. She
will work with Kate Hartson on Center Street nonfiction titles as the imprint continues to
focus on political and military books. She joins Hachette after 6 years at Macmillan, first
in marketing services at Palgrave Macmillan and most recently as an assistant editor at
St. Martin’s Press, where she worked on a number of military and conservative
nonfiction titles.
For Katie Connors:
Katie Connors has been promoted to Director of Online Marketing for Hachette
Nashville, where she will continue to develop the online presence for the FaithWords
and Center Street imprints. Katie has been with Hachette Nashville for the past 4 years
and has worked very closely with our brand authors like Joyce Meyer, Joel Osteen, and
T.D. Jakes, as well as some of our conservative authors like Newt Gingrich and Michael
Savage, to help the success of their books. She was also instrumental in starting our
FirstWords blogger program--now over 300 members strong--who we depend on to
help begin the conversation for our book launches. She works closely with first-time
authors and those with small platforms to give them direction to become more effective
on social media.

